
Day 5 Boat, Dolphins & Souvenirs 
 
Brian and I had to go to the Marriott vacation club sales office for 8:30am presentation. I hate those 
but Brian said it would be worth it to get 50,000 points. We are always finding ways to stockpile 
points!  We didn’t have much time before we had a scheduled boat tour. Mid way through the 
presentation I had to rush back to the hotel (about a 10 min drive) to get the kids and pick Brian back 
up to get to the marina.  
 
To get to the South Beach marina area you have to wander through Sea Pines which seems to be an 
exclusive residential area. It costs $6 just to pass through the gate.  Luckily, Brian had a gate pass 
from a client. We got checked in at commander zodiac just in time for our 10:30 boat. Our little boat fit 
the 6 of us and our captain perfectly and off we went!  Our guide was very knowledgeable and taught 
us about the marshes, high & low tides, the history of the surrounding islands, and about dolphins. 
We got out into the ocean and saw many dolphins swimming near us. It was cool!  We really liked the 
baby.  Obviously you can’t feed them or touch them and the water is cloudy on this part of the coast. 
But they swim up right by he boat!  Catching a picture is still quite hard.  Our guide talked a lot about 
Daufuskie Island. Without a bridge to the mainland, and only a few paved roads, Daufuskie Island has 
historical landmarks and more of a rural, “back-in-time” feel. It has an exclusive and private 
community/golf club called Haig Point.   He also pointed out the Haig Point light house which is said 
to be haunted by the spirit of Maggie-the daughter of the owner.  Many tales are told about that 
house.  We ventured on to a nearby beach that looks like sand but it is made entirely of oyster 
shells!  It’s crazy!  We also floated by hole #18 at Harbor Town to get a look at that light house that 
Jake and Brian had already seen first hand during their round of golf. After that it was time to go back 
to shore. It was a quick but very interesting hour!   
 
Back at the marina we put our name in at Salty Dog Cafe for lunch. A big hotspot here on the island. 
They have plenty of outdoor seating and a great view but it was very hot so we sat inside. This is 
where Jake lost his tooth eating salt water taffy!  I told him to keep eating it so we can get that last 
baby tooth out. I’m trying to get braces on this kid before he’s 13!  After lunch we hit the souvenir 
shops in the marina—it’s a cute little area!  Morgan and I got salty dog T-shirt’s, Jake a sweatshirt, 
key chains and socks for Morgan’s friends, and wouldn’t you know it...Reece and drew got stuffed 
animals. Reece has her heart set on a sequin changing dolphin and by the time we returned to get it, 
it was gone!  Drew got a little turtle (named Austin-we aren’t sure of this name) and Reece got a 
stuffed dolphin named “flower.” 
 
It was time to get back ‘home’ to the beach so we quickly got our sunscreen on and got our loot 
together. It’s a process to get all of us and our stuff out there!  We immediately got in the ocean and 
within 30 min they were blowing the whistle to get out because of lightning. Darn it!!  The weather has 
been a little sketchy here this week but this was the first time it got in the way of our plans. We 
packed up all of our stuff and went back to the room to get cleaned up and family games.  
 
The rain stopped and turned into a nice evening so we drove out to Hudson’s for dinner but the wait 
was 2 hours! We walked next door and snagged an outdoor table at Skull Creek Dockside.  The food 
was great and the view over the water was beautiful. The kids played ping pong and the rain held off 
until we got back to the hotel. We settled in to watch the ESPY’s and it continued to rain buckets.   
 



 


